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Targeted Marketing 

Examples  
• Recommender systems 
• Loyalty cards 
• Microtargeting 
• Segmentation — RFM, geodemographics

Practice 
• Select variables (demographic and behavioural) 
• Select “outcomes” 
• Generate target



Targeted Marketing 
df.

Use of data and analytics to  

characterise customer populations, such that groups of 
customers likely to respond best to a message can be 

targeted 

and marketing messages can be personalised according 
to customer group



Recommender systems 



Recommender systems 

Linden, G., Smith, B. and York, J. (2003) Amazon.com Recommendations: Item-to-Item 
Collaborative Filtering, IEEE Internet Computing,   7(1): 76-80 
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Recommender systems 
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content based  
generate probabilities that a user will like a particular product based 
on past likes  — e.g. spotify recommending tracks 

demographic based  
recommend based on similar users and past behaviour 



A/B testing and personalisation
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Micro-targeting and personalisation 



micro-targeting is a marketing strategy that capitalizes on 
the consumer’s demographic, psychographic, 

geographic, and behavioral data to predict his buying 
behavior, interests, opinions, and influence that behavior 

with the help of a hyper-targeted advertising strategy  

Pawha, 2018
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Micro-targeting and personalisation 



Targeting and personalisation in 1990s 

data mining techniques on 12million 
transactions per week for:

tailored campaigns/promotions targeted 
to certain groups 

pricing strategies for target groups 

new products new ranges (e.g. Finest) 

products bought by loyal customers 
prioritised 



Segmentation 



Partition objects — places, businesses, customers — into 
groups according to shared characteristics

Segmentation 
df.

often indirect measures clearly 
defined and generally static

age 
income 

occupation 
geographic location 

direct measures  

defined analytically 
and can change

purchase behaviour 
brand awareness 

ad response 



Clustering — 

k-means, density-based,  hierarchical 

Segmentation : techniques 

Recency-Frequency Monetary Value (RFM) — 

quantile-based 

11 min read : https://bit.ly/355i01K

4 min read : https://bit.ly/2KrVUia

Decision Trees — 

chaid, cart, id3
17 min read : https://bit.ly/35aCXbG
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Recency - Frequency 
Segmentation
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Beecham, R. & Wood, J.  
Exploring gendered cycling behaviours  
Transport Planning & Technology 
doi: 10.1080/03081060.2013.844903 

Radburn, R., Dykes, J. & Wood, J. 
vizLib: Using The Seven Stages of Visualization to Explore 
Population Trends and Processes in Local Authority Research  
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Recency - Frequency 
Segmentation
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Clustering — 

k-means, density-based,  hierarchical 

Segmentation : techniques 

Recency-Frequency Monetary Value (RFM) — 

quantile-based 

11 min read : https://bit.ly/355i01K

4 min read : https://bit.ly/2KrVUia

Decision Trees — 

chaid, cart, id3
17 min read : https://bit.ly/35aCXbG



Partition objects — places, businesses, people — into groups 
according to shared characteristics

Segmentation — clustering 
df.

such that 

objects within groups are similar  

AND 

objects between groups are different
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Width : Income

big income

small income

upper

middle

lower

£18,000

£39,000

£79,000



Height : novels read



upper

middle

lower
width : income | height : novels read

upper—>middle

middle—>upper

big income |  
read lots

small income | 
read little

£29,000 
80 novels

£35,000 
160 novels

£65,000 
200 novels



Colour : Father’s 
occupation

Directors Professionals Trades



width : income | height : novels read | colour : father’s occ.

upper

middle

lower

big income |  
read lots | 
director

small income | 
read little | 

trades



width : income | height : novels read | colour : father’s occ.

donald



Clustering — 

k-means, density-based,  hierarchical 

Segmentation : techniques 

Recency-Frequency Monetary Value (RFM) — 

quantile-based 

11 min read : https://bit.ly/355i01K

4 min read : https://bit.ly/2KrVUia

Decision Trees — 

chaid, cart, id3
17 min read : https://bit.ly/35aCXbG



Think critically 

About characteristics on which we choose to group. 
They should be semantically unique and context appropriate. 

About how coherent and stable groupings are. 

 Within-group similarity and between-group difference. 

Remember that groupings are relative. 
Groupings will change as new data arrive. 

They are persuasive: they hide uncertainty. 
YouGov profiles.



Geodemographics  
Output Area Classification 



Exploring Uncertainty in Geodemographics
with Interactive Graphics

Aidan Slingsby, Member, IEEE, Jason Dykes, and Jo Wood, Member, IEEE

Fig. 1. Parallel coordinate plots showing the 41 census variables used in the Output Area Classification (OAC) by super-group. Values
are standardised to min/max, median values are shown with a bold line and variation is shown as shaded 1st - 9th deciles. Variables
are in their original order that groups by type [51]. The five variable types are identified, along with some key distinguishing variables.
Top: GB population as a whole. Bottom: GB population split by OAC super-group. See Fig. 2 for the legend.

Abstract—Geodemographic classifiers characterise populations by categorising geographical areas according to the demographic
and lifestyle characteristics of those who live within them. The dimension-reducing quality of such classifiers provides a simple and
effective means of characterising population through a manageable set of categories, but inevitably hides heterogeneity, which varies
within and between the demographic categories and geographical areas, sometimes systematically. This may have implications for
their use, which is widespread in government and commerce for planning, marketing and related activities. We use novel interactive
graphics to delve into OAC – a free and open geodemographic classifier that classifies the UK population in over 200,000 small
geographical areas into 7 super-groups, 21 groups and 52 sub-groups. Our graphics provide access to the original 41 demographic
variables used in the classification and the uncertainty associated with the classification of each geographical area on-demand. It also
supports comparison geographically and by category. This serves the dual purpose of helping understand the classifier itself leading
to its more informed use and providing a more comprehensive view of population in a comprehensible manner. We assess the impact
of these interactive graphics on experienced OAC users who explored the details of the classification, its uncertainty and the nature
of between – and within – class variation and then reflect on their experiences. Visualization of the complexities and subtleties of the
classification proved to be a thought-provoking exercise both confirming and challenging users’ understanding of population, the OAC
classifier and the way it is used in their organisations. Users identified three contexts for which the techniques were deemed useful in
the context of local government, confirming the validity of the proposed methods.

Index Terms—Geodemographics, OAC, classification, cartography, uncertainty.

1 INTRODUCTION

Large multivariate datasets can help quantify complex phenomena.
These can be simplified into a manageable set of categories using
dimension-reducing classifiers.

Geodemographic classifiers are types of area classification that
characterise the populations of small areas using discrete cate-
gories, produced through the statistical clustering of demographic and
lifestyle data variables [22]. Typically, a hierarchy of categories is pro-
duced, each level discriminating population to different degrees. The

• Aidan Slingsby (a.slingsby@city.ac.uk), Jason Dykes (jad7@city.ac.uk),
and Jo Wood (jwo@city.ac.uk) are based at the giCentre
(http://gicentre.org/), City University London.

Manuscript received 31 March 2011; accepted 1 August 2011; posted online
23 October 2011; mailed on 14 October 2011.
For information on obtaining reprints of this article, please send
email to: tvcg@computer.org.

resulting categories are then assigned to the geographical areas whose
population characteristics best match those of the globally defined cat-
egories. This convenient means of classifying small-area populations
into a manageable number of categories is widely-used in both the pri-
vate and public sectors for characterising population, stratifying pop-
ulation samples, marketing and targeting products or services [22].

As with all processes of generalisation, there is inevitable and in-
herent uncertainty due to classification error [20]. Population profiles
of geographical areas may share many or few characteristics with mul-
tiple categories, yet each is assigned to one category. This results in
significant heterogeneity within these categories, which varies by cat-
egory and geographical region. Differences in the share of population
classified into each of the categories at a local level affects the dis-
criminating potential of the classifier. This also varies by category and
region. These are important considerations in the design of classifiers
[34, 51] and although efforts are made to mitigate these problems, they
cannot be eliminated. To a large extent, the discriminating ability of
categories is context-dependent and new or tailored geodemographic

Geodemographics  
Output Area Classification 
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Assessment	#1	

1. 	The	assessment	
	
You	will	 take	on	 the	 role	of	a	customer	segmentation	expert	 for	a	 travel	company.	Your	 task	 is	 to	
identify	a	specific	segment	of	customers	who	could	be	targeted	with	a	marking	strategy.	You	will	use	
the	 ‘synthetic’	 population	 produced	 through	microsimulation	 during	 practical	 sessions	 1	 and	 2	 to	
identify	the	target	customers.	The	type	of	holiday	destination	and	choice	of	customer	sub-group(s)	
to	target	is	up	to	you.	Note	that	your	job	is	to	identify	the	sub-population(s)	to	be	targeted,	explain	
your	methods	and	clearly	present	your	results.	There	is	no	need	to	discuss	how	you	would	reach	the	
customers	 you	 identify.	 You	 are	 expected	 to	 incorporate	 at	 least	 some	 appropriate	 academic	
literature	in	to	your	report.	
	
An	indicative	structure	for	your	report	is	below.	
	

1. Introduction:	 Identify	 and	 justify	 the	 scope	of	 your	 study	 --	 the	destinations,	 holiday	 type	
and	customer	groups	of	focus	and	why	they	are	of	interest.	

2. Data	and	methods:	Describe	the	data	on	which	your	study	is	based,	the	variables	you	have	
selected	and	any	derived	variables	you	have	created.	Be	sure	to	justify	these	decisions	with	
reference	to	your	study’s	scope.			

3. Results	 and	 analysis:	 A	 combination	 of	 charts,	maps	 and	 tables	 –	 judiciously	 designed	 to	
address	the	area	of	focus	outlined	in	the	introduction.			

4. Conclusions:	 Synthesise	 over	 the	 findings	 to	 identify	 the	 customers	 to	which	 a	marketing	
campaign	could	be	targeted.	Be	sure	to	do	so	with	reference	to	the	evidence	presented	 in	
your	data	analysis	(section	3).		

	
The	report	has	a	word	limit	of	1,000	words	and	you	are	expected	to	incorporate	four	figures.	Figures	
can	 be	 graphs,	 maps,	 diagrams	 or	 other	 suitable	 illustrations.	 These	 figures	 must	 be	 clear	 and	
discussed	in	the	text.	See	section	5	for	more	information	about	word	limit.	
	

2. This	assignment	contributes	50	%	to	the	final	mark	of	this	module	
	

3. a)	Individual	work	
This	is	an	individual	assignment.	Whilst	it	is	natural	to	consult	with	your	neighbour	in	the	classroom	
and/or	 to	 help	 each	 other	 with	 unfamiliar	 software/laboratory/field	 work,	 it	 is	 not	 permitted	 to	
share	research,	 ideas,	data	or	text	 in	preparation	of	any	aspect	of	this	report/essay.		 If	we	suspect	
that	this	has	occurred	it	will	be	treated	as	academic	malpractice*	and	will	be	investigated	according	
to	university	protocols.		See:	
https://www.luu.org.uk/helpandadvice/academic/cheatingandplagiarism/		
for	 LUU	 information	 and	 advice	 on	 ‘Plagiarism,	 Fraudulent	 or	 Fabricated	 Coursework	 and	
Malpractice’).	

Assignment #1 
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microdata.csv 
15,189	records

ageBand demographics
incomeBand demographics
oac	 geodemographics
originAirport preference
destinationAirport preference/attitude
satisfactionScore preference/attitude
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microdata.csv 
15,189	records

simulated_population.csv 
320,596	records	

Dataset 



Demographics –  
income, age, household structure 

Geography –  
where and what types of areas they tend to live in 

Psychographics –  
their motivations and preferences  

Targeting 

Identify and profile a target market using:



Targeting 

ageBand demographics

incomeBand demographics

numChildren demographics

oac	 geodemographics

originAirport preference

destinationAirport preference/attitude

satisfactionScore preference/attitude

microdata.csv



Targeting 

ageBand demographics
incomeBand demographics
numChildren demographics
oac	 geodemographics
originAirport preference
destinationAirport preference/attitude
satisfactionScore preference/attitude

What makes your target market distinct 
when compared to the population as a 

whole?  



Targeting 



Targeting 



Deviation from Expectation
evidence model

Average Surprise

P(Uniform|Data)

P(Gaussian|Data)

Fig. 7: Changes in beliefs about spatial models leading to surprise. Here the events are sampled from a Gaussian distribution, and there are two
proposed spatial models of events: a Gaussian (in this case, the correct model), and a uniform model. Initially, both models are equiprobable.
However, as more events are processed, modes that are in keeping with a Gaussian model (but would be unlikely in a uniform model), adjust
the modal beliefs in favor of the Gaussian model (causing surprise). Once the Gaussian model is established as the clear favorite, the surprise of
events tapers off, asymptotically approaching 0. Probability histograms range from [0,1], average surprise ranges from [0,0.01] bits.

Fig. 8: Signed Surprise Map (left) and KDE density map (right) of 313
fires in northern Los Angeles county, from the spacetime package for
R [40]. M consists of Gaussian, uniform, and sampled subset (first
25 fires) models. Signed surprise is on the interval [�0.53,0.53]. The
sampled subset model quickly becomes the likeliest model (indicat-
ing that fires tend to reoccur in similar spatial regions). The first few
fires occurred in the far southwest, with isolated fires in regions in the
southeast. Over time, this original spatial mode extends slightly south-
wards. The Surprise Map highlights this new, dangerous region. The
faint blue regions in the southeast show locations where fires occurred
in the first 25 events, but not subsequently.

5.2 U.S. Unemployment

Figure 9 presents an example of a choropleth map of signed surprise,
showing per-county unemployment data across the United States. As
with Fig. 1, M takes into account both the population of counties to
determine deviation from the average per-capita rate, and normalized
effect size under the assumption that smaller counties have higher vari-
ance in unemployment.

A choropleth map of density contains arguably misleading spatial
patterns. Large portions of the Great Plains appear to have abnormally
low unemployment (the sampling error bias mentioned in §2.1.2). The
map itself is visually quite complex, with large swings from county to
county giving a checkerboard appearance to the data.

The Surprise Map, by contrast, is almost solid white. Most coun-
ties either have unemployment rates well in keeping with the national
average, or are not populous enough for their high or low rates to be
significantly interesting. Outliers, like the LA and Detroit metro ar-
eas, are highlighted, showing that these locations have significant and
robust high unemployment. Filtering out potentially spurious spatial
patterns makes spatial signals easier to identify.

5.3 Northern L.A. County Fires

Figure 8 shows a signed Surprise Map of 313 fires in northern Los
Angeles County, CA. Similar to the example presented in §5.1, these
heatmaps are generated by spatially binning the region of interest, and
then measuring observed versus expected event density in each bin.

An analyst might be interested in assessing risk: are there regions
with more fires than expected? If so, do these regions change over

Unemployment Rate

0% 30.1%

(a) Per capita event rate map.

(b) Signed Surprise Map.

Fig. 9: Comparing a traditional map of the 2008 per-capita unemploy-
ment rate (Fig. 9a) with a Surprise Map (Fig. 9b). M is a population
model and a de Moivre funnel (see Fig. 5) for details. The traditional
map seems to show that the great plains region has particularly low un-
employment, but the low populations in these regions make those data
unreliable. Down-weighting sparse counties with high variance, the
Surprise Map shows robustly high unemployment in the Los Angeles
and the Detroit metro areas. The Washington D.C. metro area has sur-
prisingly low unemployment, perhaps due to the many jobs provided
by the Federal government and related agencies.
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proposed spatial models of events: a Gaussian (in this case, the correct model), and a uniform model. Initially, both models are equiprobable.
However, as more events are processed, modes that are in keeping with a Gaussian model (but would be unlikely in a uniform model), adjust
the modal beliefs in favor of the Gaussian model (causing surprise). Once the Gaussian model is established as the clear favorite, the surprise of
events tapers off, asymptotically approaching 0. Probability histograms range from [0,1], average surprise ranges from [0,0.01] bits.
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25 fires) models. Signed surprise is on the interval [�0.53,0.53]. The
sampled subset model quickly becomes the likeliest model (indicat-
ing that fires tend to reoccur in similar spatial regions). The first few
fires occurred in the far southwest, with isolated fires in regions in the
southeast. Over time, this original spatial mode extends slightly south-
wards. The Surprise Map highlights this new, dangerous region. The
faint blue regions in the southeast show locations where fires occurred
in the first 25 events, but not subsequently.

5.2 U.S. Unemployment

Figure 9 presents an example of a choropleth map of signed surprise,
showing per-county unemployment data across the United States. As
with Fig. 1, M takes into account both the population of counties to
determine deviation from the average per-capita rate, and normalized
effect size under the assumption that smaller counties have higher vari-
ance in unemployment.

A choropleth map of density contains arguably misleading spatial
patterns. Large portions of the Great Plains appear to have abnormally
low unemployment (the sampling error bias mentioned in §2.1.2). The
map itself is visually quite complex, with large swings from county to
county giving a checkerboard appearance to the data.

The Surprise Map, by contrast, is almost solid white. Most coun-
ties either have unemployment rates well in keeping with the national
average, or are not populous enough for their high or low rates to be
significantly interesting. Outliers, like the LA and Detroit metro ar-
eas, are highlighted, showing that these locations have significant and
robust high unemployment. Filtering out potentially spurious spatial
patterns makes spatial signals easier to identify.

5.3 Northern L.A. County Fires

Figure 8 shows a signed Surprise Map of 313 fires in northern Los
Angeles County, CA. Similar to the example presented in §5.1, these
heatmaps are generated by spatially binning the region of interest, and
then measuring observed versus expected event density in each bin.

An analyst might be interested in assessing risk: are there regions
with more fires than expected? If so, do these regions change over

(a) Per capita event rate map.
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Fig. 9: Comparing a traditional map of the 2008 per-capita unemploy-
ment rate (Fig. 9a) with a Surprise Map (Fig. 9b). M is a population
model and a de Moivre funnel (see Fig. 5) for details. The traditional
map seems to show that the great plains region has particularly low un-
employment, but the low populations in these regions make those data
unreliable. Down-weighting sparse counties with high variance, the
Surprise Map shows robustly high unemployment in the Los Angeles
and the Detroit metro areas. The Washington D.C. metro area has sur-
prisingly low unemployment, perhaps due to the many jobs provided
by the Federal government and related agencies.

Correll & Heer (2017) Surprise! Bayesian Weighting for De-Biasing Thematic Maps, IEEE TVCG 



Jo Wood 



Beecham and Wood, 2014
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